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It's like a treasure hidden in a field......

Overview (1): Introduction

KEG_COIN

It wants to change the distorted energy system that moves the Earth into an eco-friendly one.

The waste of nuclear power, which we now use to make our future generations comfortable, will cause them to suffer 
from radiation for 100,000 years, and the energy system of coal oil will also bring about global warming and the 
destruction of the environment, and eventually even the civilization of humanity. By freeing us from the fear of the 
greatest pollutants in mankind, by avoiding the extreme emission of carbon dioxide, by the fuel system of coal and oil, 
and by developing and distributing power-generating systems and engines that adopt power-generating power by the 
self-free fuel, we want to prevent global warming and the environment from being destroyed and return to its original 
nature.

In addition, the government plans to establish a heating system that achieves zero percent of CO2 emissions even in 
the heating of houses or in the heating of greenhouses such as vinyl greenhouses. In addition, drinking water will also 
supply water that improves immunity by drinking water, and by using this water, production of environmentally 
friendly farm products will improve by more than 30 to 50 percent, so that food shortages can be addressed, and less 
polluting livestock will be put on our table.

Humanity has caused many battles and wars in its greed to secure resources, energy and food. The possession and 
reason of these has led to the extreme gap between the haves and the have-nots, and the differentiation that comes 
from the abundance and poverty of material civilization has ultimately broken the peace of the earth and made a 
history of war and strife.

So we want to change the power generation system, the engine system of all means of transportation, the heating 
system and the water.
In other words, it wants to change the distorted Earth's energy system. 
The purity of the energy system will wipe out the greed that sickens humans themselves. I believe that as we get 
closer to nature, we will look back on the nature of human nature and find ourselves in spring, and that the mental 
world will improve. I am sure that by loving oneself, I will love others, and bring true human prosperity and peace.



Overview (2): Reality
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If a gasoline or diesel car is changed to an electric car, it will reduce the amount of smoke emissions 
around the road. 
However, even with electric vehicles (as it is), the fact that fossil fuels burned during the power 
generation still emit millions of tons of pollutants into the atmosphere worldwide is unchanged.

Under government policy, all electric cars are classified as "zero emissions" vehicles, which are not 
true. This also makes electric car owners misunderstand the situation. And the more power you use, 
the more pollution you bring. 

But the problem is that it takes a larger battery to get a longer distance. 
It takes a lot of nickel, cobalt and lithium to make materials for batteries, which costs a lot of 
environmental costs. There is no big difference between fossil fuel cars and electric cars that use 
electricity made from fossil fuels. 
In a situation where fossil fuel generation is a big part... According to a 2009 research report, nickel 
is the eighth metal that affects global warming and pollution in mining and processing.

Even in lithium production, it cannot pass by without paying environmental costs. 
One ton of carbon dioxide is produced in the desert of South America. This is not all. When lithium 
batteries are retired, problems inevitably follow. It is estimated that 11 million tons of old lithium-ion 
batteries will be scrapped over the next 12 years. Only five percent of these are recycled.

After all, the process of producing electricity used to charge an electric car, the process of making a 
lithium battery, the process of disposing of it after use, is not all eco-friendly.

Electric cars are not eco-friendly.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



Overview (3): Countermeasures
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1. Develop without using fossil fuels.

① Engine without fuel (petrol, diesel, gas, etc.) shall be made.
② Cars, ships, motorcycles, bicycles, drones, where all the power is needed. 

Use self-generated power engines.

① It aims for a nuclear power plant. 
- Nuclear power causes radiation pain in offspring for the next 100,000 years.

② It should develop without using fossil fuels (such as uranium, coal, oil, gas, etc.). 
- It can inhibit fine dust generation.

③ It suppresses solar power.
- Protect nature from environmental damage required by solar power.

2. Only self-generated power engines are eco-friendly.

3. In the heating area, carbon dioxide(CO2) generation should be drastically reduced.

4. Using "watering power," make water a function.

① Improve immunity, use in agriculture, water and livestock industries, and put good, fresh food 
on the table.      ② In particular, it increases production by 30 to 50 percent when used in 
agriculture, thus improving the food shortage phenomenon of mankind.

① Heat line construction using bazalt (carbon fiber) in housing and greenhouse heating can 
reduce electricity use to less than 20%.  

② In offices and others, the use of bazalt-based fireplaces and mats can be drastically reduced.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......
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BUSINESS  ITEMS

KEG_COIN

1. Fuelless, self-propelled generator

2. No fuel, no charge, self-energized power engine

3. Basalt (carbon fiber)

4. Watering Power

5. Shopping Mall

6. Other, breakthrough new technology

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



1. Generator

KEG_COIN

1. 1 KW : Small generator

2. 3 KW : Household, mobile phone base station, mart 
freezer, etc.

3. 17 KW : Southeast Asian tricycle,

4. 26 KW : Housing / military unmanned aerial vehicle

5. 500~700 KW : Buses, forklifts, trucks, ships, etc.

6. 1~5 MW : Large buildings, small power plants

7. 300 MW : Nuclear Power Plant Alternative Power Plant

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



2. Fuel-less power engine
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1. Self-generated electric bicycle

2. Self-generated motorcycle

3. Self-generated Electric engine (linear motor)

4. Next Generation Electric Vehicle Wheels

5. Next Generation of Drones (Unmanned Flying)

6. Super-heated, high-efficiency ventilation (sprung) 
cooling fan

7. Battery Resolver

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



3. Shopping Mall
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1. Global shopping mall construction

3. KGE_Coin Payment Preferential Policy

2. KGE_Coin payment system construction

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



4. excavate and foster of new technologies
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1. Developing and fostering innovative new technologies

2. Participate as KGE_Coin when participating in shares

3. New innovative products are sell at shopping malls.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......
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마치 밭에 감추인 보화와 같으니……

a special feature

① Integral power generation, drive (motor) and brake system

KEG_COIN

※ Integrated generator, motor and brake system.

② Non-contact: No heat generated

※ It is disk-based, contactless and does not generate heat even after prolonged periods of 
operation, allowing the engine to be used semi-permanent without overheating or burning. The 
driving time can be adjusted at will.

③ Simple structure

※ The disk method makes the structure simple and can be produced at will.

④ Adopting Gyroscope Technology

※ By adopting gyroscope technology, the risk of overturning motorcycles, cars, ships, drones, and 
aircraft is greatly reduced, protecting lives and property from the danger of accidents..



Technology Patent and Certification Status

Completed patent application for 13 domestic and overseas patents !!

Domestic patent registration China Test report

India Design Reg Vietnam USA Europe

A
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1. Businessability(1)

e.g. motorcycle engine replacement business

KEG_COIN

Sortation 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year total

Number of sales
10 million 

units
30 million 

units
100 million 

units
100 million 

units
60 million 

units
300 million 

units

Engine 
price

$ 1,000 $ 10 billion $ 30 billion $ 100 billion $ 100 billion $ 60 billion $ 300 billion

$ 1,500 $ 15 billion $ 45 billion $ 150 billion $ 150 billion $ 90 billion $ 450 billion

Motor-
cycle
price

$ 2,500 $ 25 billion $ 75 billion $ 250 billion $ 250 billion $ 150 billion $ 750 billion

$ 3,000 $ 30 billion $ 90 billion $ 300 billion $ 300 billion $ 180 billion $ 900 billion

※ The price of the engine is not fixed and may vary depending on the size and shape. Depending on 
the materials and parts, there may be differences depending on the tax rate in each country.

※ The finished motorcycle is not equipped with the existing "gasoline engine", but it is manufactured 
from the initial assembly process and equipped with "non-fuel, no-charge self-powered engine".

※ Since it is the only "non-fuel-less self-powered self-generating engine" in the world, it can absorb 
existing electric rechargeable electric motorcycles sequentially, and the motorcycle engine can be used 
together for home use and for general leisure use.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



1. Businessability(2)

① Generator or power plant that replaces power plants (nuclear power, thermal power, solar 
power, etc.) that directly supply electricity to all the places where electricity is needed, such as cell 
phones, hand fans, ventilators, home appliances,

② All engines that require power, such as bicycles, motorcycles, tricycles, jeeps, buses, trucks, 
heavy equipment, all cars, all ships, drones (drone), factories,

③ Civil construction materials, industrial materials, heating, clothing, living materials, etc., all 
kinds of materials in the world!

④ Functioning all water including drinking water, agricultural water, animal husbandry, fishing, 
forestry!

※ All of these are applied with "fuel-free, no-charge, self-generated power generation system" 
and "fine dust" and "carbon dioxide (CO2)" generated from "power generation" and 
"transportation" CO2) incidence rate of 0% ", and the environment is changed into" completely 
environmentally friendly ".

Leave it to your imagination!
"A heavenly world without fine dust"

KEG_COIN It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



2. process of progress

1. Completed the establishment of a manufacturing company in the Philippines.
2. Lease Government-Builded Factory in San Fernando (under negotiation)
3. Early in June 2019, VIP preview and agency recruiting show. 

4. Type approval "Small self-generated power generation system (1kw, 2kw, 3kw, 5kw)"
4-1. Household generators, generators for wireless communication base stations, drones, etc. 

Where independent power generation is required.
4-2. Advertisement agency ad for Philippine GMA-TV as soon as type approval comes out

5. Launch of 2nd product "Non-fuel, no-charge self-powered motorcycle" (in preparation)
5-1. Apply for type approval to LTO, DTI.
5-2. Advertisement agency ad for Philippine GMA-TV as soon as type approval comes out
5-3. TV commercials in Vietnam and Indonesia at the same time as product launch.
5-4. Suitable for Philippine "E-TriKe" business - Start business.
5-5. Launched Thai and Malaysian TV commercials.

6. Items to be released after this.
6-1. "Self-powered self-powered hand fan" is released.
6-2. Released self-powered electric bicycle.
6-3. Released "self-generated household electric boiler".
6-4. Launched a large-sized generator model in August and started operations worldwide.
6-5. Ship engines, drone engines, etc.

7.  Large-scale plant preparation (50ha scale) in "Subic" 50-year lease negotiation.
※. The above contents are expected to be substantially executed before the KGE coin listing.

KEG_COIN It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



Philippine manufacturing company(1)
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Philippine manufacturing company(2)
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Philippine manufacturing company(3)
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It's like a treasure hidden in a field......

"E-TriKe" business?

KEG_COIN

1. Overview of E-Trike business.

① In June last year, the Ministry of Transport of the Philippines decided to modernize the aging public transport 
such as jeepneys, buses and tricycles.  Plans to modernize all of the public transportation's aging jeepneys by 
2020.  The replacement target is a 15-year-old jeepney vehicle, which will include about 200,000 units.
About 10% of the jeepneys will be replaced by electric jeepneys.

In this regard, The development bank will provide about 1.5 billion Philippine pesos (PHP) -based co-operatives 
to the PUV cooperative in connection with the mass transit vehicle modernization program.
They signed a memorandum of understanding in October last year to provide loans.

① The E-Trike project is in operation with a total value of $ 504 million, financed by the Asian Development 
Bank with approximately $ 400 million in loans, $ 5 million in donations, and $ 98 million in Philippine fiscal 
funds.

Despite the fact that the project has been going on for about five years, the opposition of the tricycle 
engineers is in a difficult situation due to the burden of the purchase of electric tricycles and the lack of 
infrastructure for electric charging stations. As a result, the original target of 100,000 units was reduced. The 
Philippine government is currently working on introducing electric jeepney vehicles, the main target of the 
public transport modernization program, rather than the electric tricycle business.

2. Promotion process.

3. Support plan.

① If Jeepney driver purchases a new car, he will pay about 5% of the price of Jeepney for a 
7-year installment payment on a 6% interest rate.
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Agency Recruitment(1)

KEG_COIN

1. Exclusive Distributor, Agency Recruitment Sector

1) Generator field : Appointing
2) Motorcycle and bicycle field : Appointing
3) Engine field for ships : Appointing
4) Carbon fiber pyrogenic (breathing stove, mat, hot wire, etc.) : 

Appointment
5) Watering Power: (For domestic use, hospital use, bottled water vendor, 

agriculture, etc.) : Appointment.

6) Drones (Unmanned Flying) Sector : Announcement later.
7) Vehicle engine field : Announcement later.
8) Power engine field of the plant : Announcement later.
9) Other : Announcement of commercial model after announcement.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......



Agency Recruitment(2)
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2. Agency Recruitment Overview

1) Distributor area classification: 1 agency per city or population of 200,000 to 300,000
2) Distributor's agreed price: 

① 100,000 KEG coins
② USD 100,000 $ (after obtaining type approval)

3) The deposit and the percentage of the product range may vary by product and is fixed at the 
time of contract.

4) At the time of the agency agreement, the coin holder can return 100,000 KEG coins at that 
time or deposit USD 100,000 $.

5) After the establishment of a mass production system, if the coin price rises on the exchange 
as the product is sold, 
You can make as much profit, and in case the coin price falls, the agency  
At the time of contract, you can submit 100,000 KEG in coin.

6) You can apply for an agency on the website of the agency application board.
Home page : https://www.kgecoin.com/notice/

7) Recommendation fee from the agency: Paid a fixed amount.

3. Exclusive Distributor Recruitment Overview
1) Exclusive Distributor contracts individually by country or by state.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......
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1. KEG COIN?

KEG_COIN

2. What is KEG Coin's sales strategy? 
1. Characteristics of KEG Coin: It is a project coin, issued for the purpose of redemption and stock conversion.
2. Primary purpose of issuance: To raise funds to build production lines for “fuel-free self-powered generators” and 
“fuel-free self-powered self-powered engines”. Raising funds for the purpose of establishing a factory.
3. Purpose of issuance for the 2nd and 3rd round: To establish a public corporation to establish a system for mass 
production of various items
4. Coin sales price: 1 KEG = ??? KGE (see website)
5. Redemption time: You can request a redemption after the agency recruitment announcement.
6. Announcement of stock conversion: Stock shares refer to shares in the Philippine production plant. To be 
announced later.
7. Exchange listing: Project coins are not listed.

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......

division 1st issuance Second issuance 3rd issuance

1. Issuing Company(발행 회사) K_Gold Co., LTD

2. Coin’s Name(코인의 이름) K_Gold Eco Generator Coin

3. Symbol of Coin(코인의 심볼) KEG

4. Issued Quantity(발행 수량) 1,200,000 40,000,000 70,000,000

5. Publication date(발행일) June 1, 2020 Undecided Undecided

6. Stake rate(주식 지분 율) 3% 20% 7 %



3. KGE Coin Return on Investment(1)
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1. Conversion money is generated when converting to a project coin after purchasing it as a general-
purpose coin.

2. Dividend of profit: 10% of the previous month's profit is distributed to the coin holder from 
recruitment of the agency to conversion to stock.

(Monthly Profit) X 10% ÷ (Total Coins) X (Number of Coins Held) =? USD
3. When you want to sell the project coin, you can sell the coin you have held after the announcement 

of the point of purchase (recruitment of agents).
{1 + (monthly rate + merit allowance = 5%) X (number of months held after project coin 
conversion)} =? USD

4. Calculate the return on investment by summing up “Revenue when converting to project coin” and 
“Revenue at redemption”!

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......

4. Return on Investment of Project Coin

division KGE Coin purchase KEG Coin conversion Convert to stock

value Discount purchase 1 KGE = 1 KEG 1 KEG = 1 USD

discount 
rate

~ 2020. 05. 31. 1 USD = 2 KGE
Rate of 
return

100 % When converting 
stocks

Prices are fixed
~ 2020. 06. 30. 1 USD = 1.5 KGE 50 %

2020. 07. 01.~ 1 USD = 1 KGE 0 %
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1. The second issuance period is issued together with the agency recruitment
The timing cannot be determined since it is the time of mass production.

2. The 3rd issuance is the time to build a factory to produce “fuel-free self-powered 
self-powered engine”

3. Profit Dividend: 10% of the previous month's profit will be distributed to coin 
holders from recruitment to the agency until conversion to stock.
(Profit from the previous month) X 10% ÷ (Total number of coins) X (Number of 
coins held) =? USD

4. When you want to sell project coins, you can sell the coins you have after the 
announcement of the point of redemption (recruiting agencies).

5. KGE Coin Return on Investment(2)

1st issuance
2nd issuance and 

comparison
3rd issuance and 

comparison

Issued quantity 1,200,000 KGE 40,000,000 KGE 70,000,000 KGE

Price to be sold 1 KGE = 1 USD 1 KGE = 5 USD 1 KGE = 25 USD 

Converted to stock 1% = 400,000 KEG 1% = 2,000,000 KEG 1% = 10,000,000 KEG

When to buy Buy KGE
Rate of 
return

Issue time
Rate of 
return

Issue time
Rate of 
return

2020. 09. 01.~ 0 % Undefined 500 % Undefined 2,500 %
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6. KGE_COIN Purchase Guidance
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Sortation Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Remarks

Sale Price(Payments) 1 KGE = 1 USD 1 KGE = 5 USD 1 KGE = 25 USD

Minimum purchase 
amount

300 USD 300 USD 300 USD

It's like a treasure hidden in a field......

7. Coin Introduction Bonus

Sortation Payment rate Remarks

Introduction bonus 10%

Registration Center Allowance 5%

1. Introduction allowance (recommendation bonus) is paid to activate coin sales, but 
not multistage.
2. The designation of the Center is selected by the Chief Manager (Chip Manager) of 
each country.
3. Introduction allowance may be paid in KGE, or in cash.
4. Step 3 sales can be sold by public subscription form, more than 25 USD.
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